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ne of the problems not yet fully resolved in Bonavenhrrian studies is

determining the evolution of the Franciscan doctor's thought after
the 1260s. In fact it is not yet entirely clear what position he

assumed vis-i-vis the new tendency in philosophy and theology that was

emerging after the second half of the thirteenth century represented by

Latin Averroism or heterodox Aristotelianism. The interpretation that has

been most influential in the research of the last three decades and still holds

an important place in the survey of Bonaventurian bibliography is the study

by Joseph Ratzinger on Bonaventure's theology of history' Besides

highlighting an evolution in the Franciscan's thought, stimulated by the rise

of-Ariitotelianism, the study has the merit of taking as its reference point the

Collations 0n the Six Days-a text that had almost never been analyzed so

thoroughly-and of pinpointing it as a decisive and conclusive work in the

evolution of Bonaventure's thought. According to the German scholaE the

General of the Franciscan Order takes a clear stance, anti-rationalistic and

anti-Aristotelian, against the new and dangerous philosophical proposal' He

responds to it by aligning himself with a type of prophetic and apocalyptic

spiiitualism inspireil by the Joachimite currents,2 and by iudging the new

'Tbe Theolog of Hi*0ry in St. Bonaaenture, t. Zrchary Hayes (Chicago:

Franciscan Herald Press, l97l).

"'Finally, in the Collations on the Six Days we find the final development of
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claims of reason as events preceding the Antichrist and announcing the
coming of the eschatological end.'

I have gone back over Ratzinger's interpretation several times to
check it by looking again at the Six Days and the issues present there.a But I
have become convinced that the German scholar has taken Bonaventure's
position to extremes. His position, in my opinion, can be characterized not
as a radical opposition to the new proposals, but as a \Marning against the
danger of an improper and one-sided use of science. The position taken by
Bonaventure in the Sir Doyt can be considered as somewhere between fwo
opposed and equally dangerous views. These may be summed up in mro
terms that are not entirely appropriate, yet are useful in characterizing and
distinguishing the rwo tendencies: one is the "scientific" view, and the other
is the "spiritual."

1. Bonaaenture's exegetical pruplsal: interconnectedness of the literal sense

and the spiritual sense

In the Collations on the Six Daysthere is a group of texts that seem to
me to be the ultimate confirmation of Bonaventure's middle position. These
are found in the third vision of the work QilII-)il$, where Bonaventure
presents Scripture's role of instruction vis-i-vis understanding.5 From this
substantial and organic treatise on exegesis we are especially interested in
the exegetical method proposed and employed by the Franciscan Doctor.
The reference point for this is the principle formulated in the fourth section
of the work 6IX). There, explaining how to study Scripture,n he establishes

the anti-philosophical attitude which here becomes a prophetic anti-Scholasticism in
which Franciscan,Joachimite, and Dionysian themes merge" (Ibid., 160).

l-'For an extensive analysis of Ratzinger's proposal, see P. Maranesi, "Per un
contributo alla 'questione bonaventuriana,"' Wissenschaft cmd. Weisheit 58 (1995) 290-
98.

*See the article cited in the previous note, pp.298-313, and also, although
from a different perspective, P. Maranesi, "Lt triplex ueritas bonaventuriana di
llexa6meron IV-V 22 e riunificazione del sapere cristiano," Collectanea Franci.vana 6L
(leel) 149-7s.

'For an overall schematic view of the composition of the Collations on tbe Six
Days see P. Maranesi, "Formazione e sviluppo del concetto di Wrbum. inspiratum in
san Bonaventura," Colleaanea Franciscana 6+ (1994) 6l-62.

'Ihe third intellectual vision is divided into four sections. The first deals
with the "spiritual understandings" QilID, where the exegetical rnethod of the four
senses of Scripture is presented. The second section, entided "sacramental figures"
QilV, 12 - XV, 9), explains the rwelve mysteries that characterize the Christ and the
Antichrist respectively. The third concerns the "t-heories" (XV, 10 - XUII)
developed in two parts: the theories that describe the succession of historical times
and the relationship benreen the two Testaments (XV, 1l - XVt), and those that are
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the following order: "sacred Scripture should be studied with reference to
the letter and the spirit."' The relationship that exists between the rwo

moments \ilas surlmed up by Bonaventure a little earlier in a powerful
image:

The Holy Spirit does not give spiritual understanding unless one fills the

jar, that is, one's capacity, with water, that is, the understanding of the

literal sense. Then does God change the water of the literal sense into the

wine of spiritual understanding."

The literal sense is the threshold that must be crossed in order to
reach the spiritual sense, which is the endpoint in the study of Scripture.

One cannot exist without the other. The relationship berween the two is one

of order and succession. The literal sense, being the wrapping that covers

the spiritual sense, must be opened so that the pluriformity of the spiritual
sense might emerge.'It should be noted, moreover, that both moments are

described as events of understanding, that is, as interconnected moments

through which rwo different and complementary approaches to knowledge

of Scripture occur.'o

nourished by understanding and affection (XVII - XWII). The-last section ()ilX) can-

be considetld "tt 
appendii and deals with general methodology for the study of

Scripture Qffi).
'Collatianes in Hexaim.eron iae illurninationes Eccleiae, Collation XlX, 15; de

Vinck, p.291. [n this study the title will abbreviated CSD, followed Fy tht number

of the collation and the paragraph, but omining the reference to volume 'td p.1g."

number in the Opera *u.uio.JJs6 deVinck's tranilation, still the 
"1l1l 

glu:Fng English

version of the Ciltatians on the Six Days,will be used here but modified-slighdy, *.htt
necessary, to correct minor errors ind make its langulge more.inclusive: Jos6 de

Vinck, fhe Workt of Bonauenture V: Collations on thi Sit Days (Paterson, NJ: St'

Anthony Guild Press, 1970.]
*CSD }trX, 8; de Vinck, p. 288.

'Fo, a more extensive presentation of this relationship 
-see -H' 

Mercker,

Schriftauslegang als Wehauslegang. Ulttersaclungen zur Stellanq der S*:'fr '! ('!
iitiig;, EonZ.uenturas. Verolffeittichung des--Grabmann-Institutes, 15 (Munich

ir9V\:1623, where among ot}er things the author observes: "The literal sense is, so

i" rp."k, iust a .oppott] the orrtei form of an essential core; it is merely an

inteimediate dimension that serves only to support the transcendent element in the

essential core, what is ultimately meant by the spiritual sense"" This much is
certain, rh^t ih, word.'s literal senie bas no m'eaning ipart from tbe spiritual sense" (p'

r22).
"'In the text of rhe Collations on the Six Days from the rerynrtfl'tio published by

Delorme-known as Reportatio A to distinguish-it from the one- printed in the

Quaracchi edition of the'Opera om,nia,whichis c-alled Reportatio-B-the description is

,ior" accurate than the one in the text printed above, taken from the Opera wn'nia

(the edition I have used in this study): "it is necessary that you fill your jar, that is,
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This relationship of mutual dependence had already been proposed
by Bonaventure in other works of his where he was dealing with exegetical
method. We find a very famous text on this subject in the prologue to the
Breuiloquium devoted entirely to Scripture." In the last paragraph, "The
Mode of Expounding Holy Scripture,"" Bonaventure sums up the work the
exegete is called to do in order to understand and explain Scripture:

Since it hides several meanings under a single text, the expositor must
bring hidden things to light; that is, once a meaning has been brought
forth, to clariSr it through another, more evident Scriptural passage.

The first step in understanding is srudy of the letter. This is the
case, for example, for one who wishes to know the meaning of a written text
and wants to write something that makes sense.'* Denial or rejection of this
first level of understanding makes it impossible to proceed to the second and
fundamental step, that of spiritual knowledge of Scripture: "The one who
scorns the letter of Sacred Scripture will never rise to interpreting its
spiritual meaning.""

The same principle reappears in the fourth of the Collations on the
Seaen Gifts of the Holy Spirit In presenting the scientific narure of theology
(which is identified with Scripture, as was the case in the prologue to the
Breuiloquiunt), Bonaventure restates the same principle of interconnection
berween the literal and the spiritual understanding in order to be able to
navigate the deep sea of the sacred texts.r6 In fact in this text an interesting
equivalence is suggested between two opposite dangers that prevent a true

your mind's capacity, with the water of. literal understanding, and afterward God will
change it into Eiritual understanding" (S. Bonaventura, Collationes in Herabm.eron et
bonaaenturiana quaedam selecta, ed. F. Delorme (Quaracchi 1934), p.215, nos. 8-9).

"In the opinion of M.D. Chenu, this introduction to the Breuiloquium., and
especially its last two numbers, constitutes "the most beautiful program of sacred
hermeneutics that the thirteenth century proposed" (La teologia come scienza nel XIil
secolo, Biblioteca di cultura medievale. Di fronte e attraverso, 148 (Milan 1985), 78).

"Breailoqaium., Prolqgue 6; Bonaventura, Opera omnia, vol. V (Quaracchi
1891,207-08). [Dominic Monti, trans. Works of St. BonaT)enture, uol IX: Breailoquium.
(St. Bonaventure, IrfY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2005), p. t9].

"BreuiloquiumPrologue 6:l; Monti, p. 19.

'oBreuiloquium Prologue 6:l; Monti, p. 19: "As one who neglects to study
the rudiments of language could never understand the exact meaning of words or the
rules of composition. .."

" Breailoquium. Prologue 6zl ;Monti, p. 1 9.

'oSee Collations on tbe Holy Spirit,N t4;Zachary Hayes, trans. Works of St.
Bsnauentare vol. XIV: Collations an the Seuen Gifts of tbe Holy Spirit (St. Bonaventure,
NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2008), p.94.
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understanding of Scripture. Going from Isaiah 29:ll-12, which speaks of
the inability to read the words of a sealed book, whether by one who knows

letters or by one who does not know letters,rT Bonaventure concludes: "I say

that anyone who wishes to enter the sanctuary of God with pride will not be

able to read it even though he is learned. Likewise if the unlearned wished to
enter, he would be a fool. It is necessary, therefore, that one have both
learning ["letter"] and disposition ["spirit"].""

The conclusion clearly parallels what we have seen in the two texts

of the Six Days. Every attempt to absolutrze ot eliminate one understanding

at the expense of the other would mean for the Franciscan Doctor that an

authentic reading, a true understanding of Scripture is impossible. But in the

Six Days Bonaventure does not limit himself to reaffirming the principle of
interconnection betureen the literal understanding and the spiritual in
Scriptural exegesis. Rather he offers an extensive examination of the nvo

exegetical moments, anxious to avoid and reject two possible extremes that
perhaps had become, or were becoming, two real and contrasting ways of
robbing exegesis of its integrity.

2. Sacred Sriptare sbould be studied with reference to tbe letter

The clear concern to offer in the Six Days specific and repeated

directions for a correct literal exegesis of Scripture must not be regarded as a

purely theoretical effort by Bonaventure. It is first of all an attempt to

"rrgrg" 
in dialogue with the proposal put forth in those same years by his

.ot fi"t" Roger Bacon. The hypothesis of such a "dialogue" has been amply

demonstrated by Camille B6rub6." We will limit ourselves to recalling

"Isa 29:11-12: "The vision of all these things will be for you like the words

of a sealed book. And when they grve it to one who can read, they say: Read this' And
the response will be: I cannot, foiit is sealed. And the book will be given to one who

is ignoiant of letters, and it will be said to him: Read it. And he will respond: I do not
know letters."

'rCollations on the Setten Gifu of the Holy Spirit, fV 14; Hayes, p'94'
"The author has devoted a long article to the problem: "l-e-di3!og99 q'

Saint Bonaventure et de Roger Bacon," Collectanta Franciscana 39 (1969) 50-103, in
which he suggested "with soTid probability that [with 

.hese Collations on the Six Days]

the Ministei-wanted to warn the Francistan students in Paris against the spread of
n"g.r Bacon's ideas on the reform of he-ological studies through what he considered

"r 
l*proper use of the sciences" (63). The J.rtit" question wai taken 

"p 1q?il in his

book be'la pbilosopbie a la sagesse, cb'ez Saint Bonaienture et Roger Bacon,^Bibliotheca

Seraphico-irpr""i.tr, 26 (I['ome: Istituto Storico dei- Capptccini, 1976),-whe-1e

B6rui6 reprinis pages 52-96 of his article, adding a study on Bonaventure (97-162)'

We shall use thiJlalter publication as we continue our investigation.
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briefly Bacon's view,'" so that we can better evaluate the texts present in the
third vision of the Six Days, particularly in Collations XVII-)OX. These in
fact amply confirm the hypothesis of a dialogue between Bonaventure and
Bacon-and, more generally, between Bonaventure and the new Aristotelian
proposal-by allowing a Bonaventurian position to emerge. He does not
reject the proposal of his English confrere, but integrates it within an
exegesis made up of letter and spirit.

a. Bacon's scienttfic oatlook

Bacon can be regarded as representing the new spirit that burst into
Western culture with the entry of Aristotle and the Arab sciences. Indeed,
Bacon can be considered a forerunner of the positivistic ideas of Auguste
Comte. Denying that metaphysics can know reality, he resolutely turns to
the mathematical and experimental sciences, which he calls scientia nlua.,,
But for Bacon the value of this new science lies not only in its ability to
know reality, as was the case for most of the masters of arts who were tvrng,
dangerously, to separate philosophical knowledge from theological
knowledge, making them two parallel and autonomous sciences. The
English Franciscan, aligning himself with the traditional view that the
sciences 

^re 
ancillary to theology, performs an operation of radically

inserting the new science into theology, but making science a decisive value
for the renewal of theology and Scripture. Indeed, it is ignorance of these
that is responsible for the drop in the quality and effecriveness of the srudy
of theolory and Scripture, and this ignorance is what reappears most often
among the seven sins attributed by Bacon to the theology of his time." For
Bacon the new sciences are of such radical importance that he attributes to
them-in his programmatic text for the renewal of studies, Cornpendium
studii pbihnphiae, written by him in L27l-x ('6sssianic" 

value, nor only for
the Church but also for all of Christian sociery."

After recalling these general elements of Bacon's view, let us dwell
for a moment on his proposal to employ the scientia noaa for a renewed and
efficacious understanding of Scripture. Bacon's exegetical theory takes its
origin from two axioms. The first repeats the traditional approach in which

2(ln"'.t or a more detailed study see ibid., 68-95. For more specific treatment of
the exegetical question in Bacon see B. Smalley, Lo studio della Bibbia nel m.edioeao,
Bologna 1972,455-60 [The Study of tbe Bible in the Midd.le lges (Notre Dame: Notre
Dame lJniversity Press, 1964).).

"See De k pbihsopbie, S5-86.

"The seven sins condemned in t}e Opus m.inus are presented in detail by C.
B6rub6, ibid., 75-78.

2'See ibid., 78-81.
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"he clung rabidly to the old Alexandrian belief that the Scriptures contained

everything knowable, since philosophy had been revealed to the

Patriarchs."'* The second is based on a double equation. If everything is

contained in Scripture, then to know Scripture means to know all human

and divine wisdom. On the other hand, in order to know Scriprure we must

first know the properties of things. Such knowledge gives us access to the

Iiteral sense of Scripture, by means of which we come to the knowledge of
everything knowable." Thus the importance of the scientia nlaa as a decisive

instrument for entering into an understanding of Scripture. Only the

sciences can enable us to understand the primary and literal meaning of the

various natural figures contained in Scripture. Indeed, Bacon maintains that

"study of the sciences is supremely efficacious for understanding both the

literal sense and the spiritual sense of Scripture."'n

What is the position taken by Bonaventure vis-i-vis this proposal?"

b. Bonaaentu.re's middle position

When reading the third vision of the Collations on the Six Days, there

seems to emerge what might be called a middle position taken by

Bonaventure vis-I-vis Bacon's science-based radicalism. On the one hand,

the Minister General accepts and approves the use of the philosophical-

scientific apparatus for the literal understanding of Scripture; on the other
hand, he warns his audience, made up mostly of friars who were attending

these conferences at the University of Paris, against the danger of going

overboard in their use of the sciences at the expense of the spiritual
understanding.

fu a matter of principle and in its practical application Bonaventure

is fully aware of the positive value, indeed of the need for the sciences in
understanding Scriprure. This instrumental need derives from the very

'*B. Smallev, Lo studio, 456.It is for this reason that the author describes

Bacon as "extremelytonseruative" (Ibid., 456). This is also the opinion of C' B6rub6,

De la philosopbie, 69-7 5.

"Opus minus: "If we know the properties of all-things, then we know all

Scripture ani philosophy, and consequ"ldy-{t divine and human wisdom; and this at

orr.i arrd.og.ih"r, b"it"i. in knowing theliteral sense in itself we know the wisdom

of philosopliy"; Fr. Rogeri Bacon opera-quaedam hactenus inedita, vol', I, Edited byJ'S'
Brewer (London 1859), p. 389.

'nC. B6rub6, De la pbilosoPbie,96.

"C. 86rub6 poses the same question in different terms: "TI" question boils

down to this: Given that Bonav.ntur6, just as much as Bacon, is fully committed to
Christian wisdom and theology, should Roger Bacon be considered an ally or an

adversary?" (Ibid., 95).
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makeup of Scripture, which conrains in itself and uses all created things,
making thern in some way letters that contain and communicate the mystery
of God. Indeed, for Bonaventure the pluriformity of creared rhings, thl
"book of the world," should by its very makeup be an occasion for lir-rm
to return to God in praise, worship and love; but it is only because of
Scripture that it regains the abiliry ro refer back to God, which was losr
through sin:

It should be noted, however, that while the world serves human beings in
their body, it serves them more particularly in their soul; and thrt if it
seryes to forward life, it seryes more particularly to forward wisdom. It is
certain 4at as long as human beings stood up, they had the knowledge of
created things and through their significance, were carried up to God, to
praise, worship, and love him. This is what creatures are for, and this is
how they are led back to God. But when humans had fallen, since they had
lost knowledge, there was no longer any one to lead creatures back to God.
Hence this book, the world, became as dead and deleted. And it was
necessary that there be another book through which this one would be
lighted up, so that it could receive the symbols of things. Such a book is
Scripture which establishes the likenesses, the properties and the
symbolism of things written down in the book of the world. And so,
Scripture has the powel ro restore the whole world toward the knowledge,
praise and love of God.'*

The example that Bonaventure brings to this argument is that of
the serpent and the ant. Because of the use made of them in Scripture these
two animals become instruments of growth in wisdom, since by their natural
mode of being they teach humans prudence and wisdom."

But for the various elements of nature to be understood in their
symbolic and sapiential meaning, their narural makeup must be known first.
So, the sciences can aid in the literal understanding of Scripture. It is in this
context that the remark made by Bonaventure in Collation fV must be
understood. After presenting the six sciences that derive from mathematics,
namely, arithmetic, music, geometry, perspective, astrology and astronomy,
he notes that "these sciences prepare for the understanding of Scripture.,;,"
They prepare for such understanding not because they are identical to it,

'rCollations on tbe Sir Days)ilIl, 12.

"Ibid: "Hence, i-f you ask what is the meaning of the serpent to you, or what
is its use-it is more useful to you than the whole world because it teaches you how
to be prudent, 

_as 
the ant teaches you how to be wise. Solomon says: Go to t'he ant, O

sl:u.ggard, study ber ways and learn wisd.om,. AndMatthew: Be therefori wise as serpents.,,

"'Collations on the Six Days IV, 16.
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but because they are the preamble to its symbolic understanding. In other
words, they are instruments for the "literal" knowledge of the natural things
present in Scripture.

A concrete application of scientific knowledge placed at the service
of Scripture is given in Collations XVII-XVII, where Bonaventure presents
Scripture's sustaining function vis-i-vis the intellect (Collation XWI) and
the affective dispositions (Collation XVIID.

Scripture is sustainment of the understanding since it offers twelve
fundamental enlightenings that encompass all the different aspects of reality,
making them a direct object of knowledge." Particularly important is the
eleventh enlightening, when the intellect is sustained through the twelve
"symbols of figures" assumed by Scripture from the created world." After
presenting the different figures," Bonaventure concludes with the
observation:

The theologian makes use of these sometimes as a mathematician, at other
times as an astronomer or a g.efme,fr. Sometimes you will see him as an
orator, at other times as a physician.'-

And so, through its content, Scripture obliges the theologian (who
in this case is the expositor) to use the various sciences for a deeper

"Collation on the Six Days XVII, 8; de Vinck, p. 114: "Now, out of Scripture
there comes forth a certain light or illumination in the mind and also in the
imagination, so that there seems to be no going out [of Paradise] for the wise when
he considers twelve aspects: inside, outside and above; below, before and after; right
and left; from the opposite and in a circle; from afar and from close by." The twelve
directions correspond to the following twelve enlightenings that sustain the intellect
in different ways: 1. from inside, by the multiplication of internal spectacles (9);2.
from outside, through the examples of holy people (9); J. from above, by means of
divine promises (10); a. from below, by the torments of hell (11); 5. from before, by
means of directive precepts (12); 6. from after, through strict judgments (13); 7. from
the right, by means of dangerous satisfactions (14); 8. from the left, by means of
benign punishments (15); 9. from the opposite, by showing an endless army (16-18);
10. in a circle, by showing protection all around (19); ll. from afar, through the
slrmbolism of figures (20-25);12. from nearby, by means of the gifts of grace (26).

"Collations on tbe Six Days XVII, 20; de Vinck, pp. 262-263: "Again,
[Scripture] enlightens from afar through the symbolism of figures: for it offers
figures of all things. But all things existing in the world are reduced to rwelve which
Scripture mentions and which are distant symbols: heavenly forms, elementary
natures, the natures of meteors and of minerals; vegetable natures, the natures of
swimming beings, of birds and ambulating animals; the human organs, the human
powers, the human works, and the human arts."

"CSD XVII, 2l-24; de Vinck, pp.263-264.
'*CSD XVII, 24; deVinck p.263.
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understanding of the nature of things, a use that will enable the theologian
to pass to a spiritual reinterpretation of them, becoming sustainment of the
affective dispositions."

On the other hand, the use of science proposed in the Six Days only
reconfirms a methodology already used by Bonavenrure in his scriptural
commentaries, An illuminating example of this is the Commentary 0n
Ecclesiastes, where there is ample use of the libri naturales of Aristotle applied
to the Scripture text.'n In this use Bonaventure is tied to the profound
change in the way of interpreting Scriprure already begun in the 6rct y*rrt
of the thirteenth cenrury owing to rhe entry into the W'est of the Greek
philosopher Aristotle and his "scientific" books." These were known and
studied by the Franciscan Doctor in the years when, like every university
student, he had to frequent the faculty of arts before he could become a
Leaor Biblicus and then a Sententiariu.s."

Positive acceptance of the use of the sciences also reappears in
Collation XIX, the one concerning the manner of srudying Siripture.
Numbers 10-15 stand out in particular. There Bonaventure presents the
tools to be used in exegesis as well as the order of their use. It should be
noted that in this expositions the Franciscan Doctor simply clarifies the

"We will say more about this passage later when we deal with the spiritual
understanding.

. :i4 typigrl examp-le of this is the interpretation of Ecclesiastes l:6 to explain
the mutability of the air. The solution comes from science: "He treats of air when
speaking.of change in a spirit or wind, that is, either a movement of air according ro
sgm: philosophers, or, according to fuistode, a movemenr of vapor in the air, by
which movement the air is also moved" Comm.entary on Ecclesiastis,I 18, C Murray
and R. Karris, trans. Works of St. Bonaaenture vol. VII, Com.m.entary on Ecclesiastes (Si.
Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 2005), p.100. This is followed
!y th. spiritual interpretation (VI l3a, Murray & Karris, p. t0O;, according to which
the movement of air is interpreted in relation to the Holy Spirit (I/I l3b; Murray &
Karris, pp. 100-101).

"This is where B. Smalley siruates Bonavenrure (see Lo studio,430-31). For
a_ more extensive presentation of Aristode's influence on exegesis and especially on
the literal study of Scripture, see the interesting paragraphsLf this study devoted,
respectively, to "Aristode and the Letter" (404-26) and "The Libri Naturales, Ethics
tnd Politics" (426- 5 4).

'*"The postillators of Scripture, in the arts courses, would have studied
Aristode; it was inevitable that they would compare rhe Libri Naturales with biblical
science and cosmography. Moreover, a person used to reading a scientific text, used
to reflecting on thi mlclranism of the ,rrrirr.rr. and the p"r,, ih^, compose it, would
proceed t9 the study of any other text with new eyes. He would no longer be content
to know that things happened, but would also ask how they happened;-thus he would
focus on whatever thing was added to his store of scientificknowledge" (Ibid.,4Z7).
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principle, already stated in Number 8, of the need to fill the jars with the

water of the literal sense so that it might then be changed by the Holy Spirit
into the wine of spiritual understanding."' Thus the tools listed by
Bonaventure and the order in which he places them represent the method

for obtaining the water of the literal sense.

The first tool to be used to obtain the literal sense of Scripture is
the "original writings of the saints":

One cannot attain the understanding of such things by his own power, but
only through thosl to whom God revealed them, that is, throuph the

original writings of the saints such as Augustine, Jerome and others.

Closely and necessarily linked to this is a second tool, namely, the

"summas of the masters" since the original writings of the saints are difficult:

Therefore there is need for the samm.as of the masters in which the

difficulties are elucidated. But one must beware of an over-abundance of
writings.o'

On the other hand, it is also necessary to turn to the writings of the

philosophers:

Yet, since the philosophers quote these same writings, it is necessary that

one know them or take them into account.-'

Thus the literal understanding of Scripture calls for a wide variety

of tools external to the sacred text. We cannot have the first and

fundamental access to Scripture, which is the literal sense, unless we also

rely on the efforts made by others before us, which also includes the

philosophical moment.*' In this sense we can understand why for

"csD )oX, 8; de vinck, p. 288.
*'CSD )(IX, 1o; de Mnck, p. 289.

"CSD XDI 1o; de vinck, p. 289.
*'CSD )ilX, lo; de Vinck, p.289.
*'This is why Bonaventure, replying to a minister lboqt some questions he

had been asked, justifies the need for study, Jven of philosophy, for an understanding

oi S.riptore: "-6ne thing remains,- my dear friend:- that we say something about

brothers who take up the study of philosophy, so that here as in other things we

r"rgh. also be in agreement. Lel me say ttrat ii curiosity displeases.yPy, it displeases

^J,oo; 
indeed, it?ispleases all good friars, just as it does God and his angels'.I am

not defending those who childitf,ly *rtt" their time over- useless writings but detest

them just as"you do. One thing'I advise both of us, however: that our zeal be

enlighiened, sL that we despise ,,-o *o." than we should, nor things that should not
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Bonaventure, as we have already s€€[,, even the attitude of an unlettered
person who rejects the literal understanding is to be considered a form of
pride that will prevent access to Scripture.

In conclusion, it can be maintained that with regard to use of the
sciences in the literal understanding Bonaventure is in line with Bacon,s
fundamental proposal. He agrees with him on the principle that the sciences
can and must be a useful tool for the first approach, the literal, in the
understanding of Scripture.

Next to and along with this acceptance, Bonaventure immediately
follows both groups of collations we have here examined briefly with an
important and radical warning that puts the messianic value Bacon attributes
to the sciences in its proper perspective.

The relationship between acceptance of the sciences and caution in
their use is clear in Collations XVII-XWII. Let us begin with Collation
XVII, where, as we have said, Bonaventure presents Scripture's function as
sustainment for the understanding. After presenting the first eleven
considerations that arise from Scripture and dwelling at greater length on
the eleventh, which deals with the different narural sciences (nos. 20-24),
noting that the theologian must be a mathematician, astronomer, geometer,
orator and physician, Bonaventure concludes:

In this regard, there is a danger: for it is dangerous to go too far away from
the house of Scripture. A child, indeed, never wanrs to go too far away from

be despised. Perhaps curiosity should be numbered among the petty and venial sins.
For people can hardly reap the grain without the chaff and the divine Word without
the human. These are separated by the fire of compunction and devotion, which
winnows.the grain of truth from the chaff of mere verbiage. And perlaps some who
seem curious are actually being studious. For if someone were to study the opinions
of heretics so that by avoiding their teachings he might better undersiand the tuth,
such a person would not be curious, nor a heretic, but a Catholic. And so, if the
writings of the philosophers are sometimes of much value in understanding truth and
refuting errors, we are not departing from the purity of faith if we at times snrdy
them, especially since there are many questions of faith which cannor be setded
without recourse to them.

Besides, if we are too rigorous in our judgment, we might even accuse the
saints themselves of being curious. That would indeed be irreverent.... Read
Augustine's On Christian Doctrine, where he shows that Sacred Scripture cannot be
understood without familiarity with the other sources. FIe shows, moreover, that just
as the children of Israel carried off the vessels of Egypt, so also the doctors of
theology should make t}eir own the teachings of philosophy" (Opusculum XII.
E_pistola de tribus qaaestionibus, 12 [VIII 335a-b]. [English trans. D. Monti, Writings
Conceming the Franciscan Order. Works of Bonaventure, 5. St. Bonaventure:
Franciscan Institute Publications, 1 994].
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home. There is the same danger in the sciences, for people spread out so

much through the consideration of their own knowledge that later they are

unable to return to the house of Scripture, but enter the house of Daedalus,

and cannot Bet out. For it is better to hold the truth than the figure. If I
were to see your face, and ask you to bring a clear mirror in order to look at

your face in it, such a request would be foolish. So it is with Scriptures and

the figures of the other rii"rr""r.*

The text expresses well the middle position occupied by
Bonaventure regarding use of the sciences (and thus philosophy) in Sacred

Scripture: literal understanding requires the contribution of the sciences,

but they must be used always keeping in mind the inherent danger in their
use. The risk is simple. Instead of being tools that lead to spiritual
understanding, the sciences can become an end in themselves, leading to
self-complacenry and then preventing us from returning to Scripture. Very
significant in this text is the relationship between the truth contained in
Scripture and the figure of this truth had in the sciences. Philosophy and the

sciences in general aim at clari$ring the figure, but after that it is necessary

to move on to the truth signified. If this movement does not take place, if
the sciences are not a place of access to the truth of Scripture, they become

an impediment to it. The risk, then, is stopping at "the knowledge that is
described as being external, and the more one drinks of it, the more he

thirsts,"*t instead of arriving at the internal knowledge that alone can satis$z.

The path is from external knowledge of Scripture, mediated by philosophy
and the sciences, to internal knowledge, which is the mystery of Christ
hidden beneath every figure in Scripture.

Number 27 is certainly a key text in the presentation Bonaventure
makes in Collation XVII regarding Scripture as sustainment for the
understanding. Placed at the end of the discussion, the passage functions as a

warning against the danger of one-sidedness in the "scientific"
interpretation of Scripture.

*CSD XVII, 25; deVinck, pp.264-265. The text of Reportatio A is similar:
"In this eleventh consideration there is a danger that one be too occupied. Life is
short and it is enough to know the truth that liads to salvation-and- not spend one's

days in extraordinar! needs. There is the example of children who do not know how
to return home from the path that leads in a different direction. Thus, striving after
too many consideratiorrs, btt" is drawn to the various sciences and easily wanders as

in the house of Daedalus" (Hex [Delorme], p. 200, no. 25).
*'cSD XVII, 26; devinck, p.265.
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Next to these mysteries are the mystery of the tree of ltfe and the mystery of
the tee of tbe knaailedge of good and eail. For the one who seeks nothing but
knowledge tastes of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.an

This text, which begins the number, becoming in some sense its
clarification, refers directly to the Six Days III, 27, a programmatic text for
the third vision.*' The parallelism between the rwo passages is beyond
question. Indeed, what is said in the form of an observation in the Six Days
XVII, 27 , was expressed in the form of an exhortation in the Six Days III, 27:
"...from these [Scriptures] are brought forth...the trees of Paradise. But let
everyone beware of the tree of inquisitive knowledg"." Or as Delorme's
Reportatio reads, even more clearly: "Therefore it brings forth...the tree of
life.... Let him beware of the taste of the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil." And so in the exhortation of the Sar Days III, 27, Bonaventure was
programmatically anticipating what he would spell out in the collations
devoted to the third vision.

From the text that begins the Six Days XVII, 27, cited just above,
another aspect must be pointed out. The twelve enlightenings that flow
from Scripture and sustain the intellect are situated by Bonaventure between
two mysteries: the mystery of the tree of life and the mystery of the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil. The parallel relationship berween the rwo
mysteries and the twelve enlightenings that susrain the intellect fully brings
out Bonaventure's middle approach. The various "scientific" reflections on
Scripture can be a point of contact with the mystery of the tree of life, which
is Christ, if that become an occasion for returning to the internal knowledge
that lies veiled in Scripture. But they become a "taste of the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil," the tree that leads to death, if in reflecting on
them the theologian stops at "scientific" knowledge alone. The movement
from one tree to the other takes place when knowledge ceases being a

propedeutic tool for the spiritual entry into Scripture and seeks its end in
itself, thus reducing itself to useless, sterile and dangerous inquisitiveness.**

*CSD XVII, 27; deVinck, pp.265-266.
n'For 

a presentation of the structural relationship between the Sir Days lII,
22-32, and the rest of the collations, see P. Maranesi, "Formazione e sviluppo:'63-
69.

*'CSD I, 8; de Vinck, p. 4: "Again, opposing the concelebration of divine
praise, we have the spirit of presumption and curiosity, in the sense that the
presumpnrous does not glori$z God but praises himself, while the curious is lacking
in devotion. There are many persons of this kind, empty of praise and devotion
although filled with the splendors of knowledge. They build wasps' nests withour
honeycombs, while the bees make honey." See also CSD XVIII, 3 (de Vinck, pp.
268-269) and CSD )ClX, 4, de Vinck, p.285, where we read: "Through knowledge,
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The comparison that concludes the Ser Doyt XVII, 27 expresses in
an imaginative way the ambiguity and danger present in the scientific
reflections that sustain the understanding. The use of philosophy and the
natural sciences is compared by Bonaventure to the golden vessels of the
Egyptians taken by the Israelites before leaving for the promised land.*'
Their use is not condemned, but they must remain in the service of
Scripture, in other words, they must help one enter into the spiritual sense.

Bonaventure's middle position returns again with clarity at the
beginning of Collation XVI[, where the condemnation of "only wanting to
know" is repeated for two reasons. First of all, because knowledge as an end
in itself would be unable to attain the true end to which all human
knowledge must tend, namely, the praise and love of God.t" Then, because
to make knowledge alone an absolute would bring with it, as it certainly has

at the University of Paris, a situation of division, jealousy and
quarrelsomeness comparable to the proud attitude of Adam."

temptation easily leads to ruin. You will be like God, knouting good and eail.Wherefore
some \Mant to search beyond the way of nature, that is, beyond contingent matters.
Concerning the levels of pride, blessed Bernard says that the primary vice is
inquisitiveness which brought about the fall of Lucifer. By this, too, Adam fell. The
hunger for knowledge must be changed: wisdom and holiness must be preferred to
it." An interesting study on curiosity as a cognitive principle was carried out by H.
Blumenbert, Der Proze! der tbeoretiscben Neugierd,e, Frankfurt am Main, 1988; see

especially the chapter devoted to the scholastic period, "Schwierigkeiten mit der
Natiirlichkeit der Wifibegierde im scholastischen System" (122'44).

*'CSD XVII, 27; de Vinck, pp.265-266: "But those who have taken Rasin
and the son of Romelia are those who seek external sciences. Wherefore the prince
of the Assyrians shall have power over them: the Lord willed it. And here it should
be noted that the sons of Israel despoiled the Egyptians of their silver vessels: and
after that, the Lord never wanted them to be returned."

'"CSD XVIII, 3; de Vinck, p. 268: "It is true that in this regard there comes
the danger of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, so that, after dismissing the
uee of life by reason of the sweetness of emotions, the soul may wander around
other sciencei and go so far that it can no longer come back but is excluded from the
delights of paradise and loses the flavor of the tree of life. To eat of the tree of life by
*."rrr of these enlightenments is to be sustained, so that one seeks nothing but the
intelligence of truth-, the mood of piety, and the enjoyment of sweetness, that is, the
solacJof contemplation. But when one forgets these things and delights in the
pursuit of inquisitiveness, he only wants to know."

ttCSD XVIII,3; de Vinck, p.269: "And out of this is born the arrogance of
vanity when he looks down upon otlers. And upon this there follows the conflict of
lawsuits, because he consideri himself dishonored when someone stands up to him;
and he is always ready to fight any opponent. And in such a way true life is taken
awfl1rr as occurred with Adam, or rather, with the woman who was inquisitive and
wanted to be like God. Therefore, th"y made themselves coverings and blamed
another for their sin, Adam [blaming] God for have given him such a wife, and the
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And so the middle position taken by Bonavenrure in the Six Days
XWI-XVIII is clear and precise. External knowledge serves internal
knowledge, but one who stops "only" at the former defeats its nature as a

tool. In fact such a person turns it into a curse since he is eating of the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil, thus transforming it into an occasion of
death."

The same warning against the danger of making the tool an
absolute, at the expense of the end, is also repeated by Bonaventure in
Collation )ClX, when, as we have already said, he lists the tools to be used in
the study of Scripture. The danger of abandooirg Scripture in favor of the
tools, such as the writings of the saints, the sammas of the theologians and
the texts of the philosophers, is repeated for all three casest' and the reason is
clear: "...for they are marked by the beauty of their expression, a beauty
which Scripture does not have."'* Thus the danger of leaving Scripture for
the beauty of philosophy is very strongly condemned:

Let the masters beware, then, not to commend or appreciate too highly the
sayings of the philosophers, lest the people take it as a pretext to return to
Egypt, or dismiss because of their example the waters of Siloe in which is
supreme perfecti-on, and go to the waters of the philosophers in which there
is eternal deceit.5s

woman [blaming] the serpent."
52,at"The explicit relationship benveen the image of the tree of the knowledge

of good and evil and philosophy reappears in an Advent sermon: "Those who love
Sacred Scripture also love philosophy in order that they might strengthen their faith
through it. But philosophy is the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, because
falsehood is mixed with truth" (Sermone1 Third Sunday of Advent, Sermon II [X
63al). Besides the direct description of philosophy as the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil, there is a reconfirmation of Bonaventure's middle position between
acceptance of philosophy as a tool to be used and a warning in its regard. While in
the text from the Six Days cited above, the danger came from the risk of being unable
to return to Scripture and remaining in philosophy alone, here the danger is inherent
in the very structure of philosophy, which is a mixture of truth and falsehood, and
which for that reason requires careful discernment when using it as a tool.

'3See CSD )CIX, l0-12; deVinck,pp.289-290.
t*CSD XlX, 12, de Vinck, p. 90. He gives the example of SaintJerome in

this regard: "Note thatJerome, after studying Cicero, no longer had any taste for the
prophetical books."

ttCSD )ilX, 12. The text of Reportatio A is similar: "And so the masters and
doctors of Scripture must not appreciate the writings of the philosophers so much
that their disciples dismiss the waters of Siloe in which is supreme perfection, and go
to philosophy in which there is dangerous deceit" (Hex. [Delorme] , p. 217 , no. 12).
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The warning vis-)-vis philosophy pivots around the phrase "too
highly," just as before it was the expression "so much." There must be a

proper balance in its use, and so the warning does not mean a rejection of
philosophy but moderation in its use. The call for balance is again the center
of perhaps the most famous text of this Collation XIX:

Indeed, not so much of the water of philosophy should be mixed with the
wine of Sacred Scripture that it turn from wine into water. This would be
the worst of miracles. We read that Christ turned water into wine, not the
,arr"ara.tn

Ffere the adverbial "so much" occurs again. The water must be
placed in the jars so that it might be changed into wine, but in proper
measure, not so much that it reverses the miracle of Cana.

The dialogue that Bonaventure begins with Roger Bacon, and thus
also with the faculty of arts, is characteized by the avoidance of extremes.
There is no categorical and absolute rejection of philosophy or every
scientific technique of investigating Scripture. Before spiritual
understanding it is necessary to tackle the work of literal understanding. At
the same time Bonaventure cannot fail to direct the attention of Bacon and
his confreres to the danger of making a tool into an absolute at the expense
of the end. Still less could the sciences achieve a messianic and decisive value
for Scripture. It is precisely this that most distinguishes Bacon from
Bonaventure. For the former the new sciences are the basis of his exegesis,
whereas for Bonaventure the underlyrng spirit remained that which was
based on "the allegorical methods that were traditional and widespread
thanks to the influence of Saint Bernard, as well as according to the Pseudo-
Dionysian system of analogies."t'

3. Sacred Scripture should be studied witb reference to tbe spirit

Just as for the literal understanding, the methodology proposed and
adopted by Bonaventure in the spiritual understanding is to be related to
another tendency, in some ways opposed to the preceding. I have called this
view "spiritual," and my hypothesis is that is was influenced by a Joachimite

',CSD )(IX, 14; de Vinck, p.291.
"C. B6rub6, De la pbihsophie, 161. Only in this sense can we accept what the

same author concluded earlier: "We are even convinced that Bacon burns that which
Bonaventure adores and adores that which Bonaventure would gladly burn" (96), t
contrast that does not arise from Bonaventure's radical and principled rejection of
the use of the human sciences, but rather from the spirit with which these are used
and from the place to be granted them in the study of Scripture.
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spirit. Indeed, this seems to be the other front with which Bonaventure is
dialoguing in this third vision of the Collations on the Six Days.

a. Tbe spiritual understanding of the third age

It is impossible here to give a detailed coverage of Joachim of
Fiore's proposal regarding exegetical method. On this topic it is enough to
restrict ourselves to a single aspect that surely lies at the center of his
approach. Better than others, it confirms the hypothesis of a dialogue
berween Bonaventure and Joachim and Joachimism on the spiritual
understanding of Scripture.

Linked to the typical Joachimite vision of the coming of a third age

of the Hoh Spirit is the prophery of the manifestation of a "third book."
This book will bring about a definitive revelation through progressive
"harmony" with the two preceding books (the Old and New Testaments).'*
The third age is also characterized as an age of spiritual understanding when
the literal understanding will be surpassed:

Because that book, like tbe four Gospels and tbe book of Acts, is in the middle, it
is known to be produced between the first state in which the literal sense

was flourishing, and the third where the Spirit will be firlly manifest. Thus
it passes berween the two in the middle, with such restraint that its first
understanding seems to differ too litde from the letter, and its second must
be sought in the Spirit, no doubt because the worla of the second state are

more spidtual than the works of the first, less so than those of the third.s'

srEncbiridion saper Apacalypsim: "So the book of the Apocalypse and the
Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles had to await something through harmony in the
third statas, which even now is about to follow, to be concealed and hidden until the
beginning of the seventh age, in order that mysteries revealed before their time may
not become worthless; and hearts that feel loathing, however litde they consider the
time of doing, may take pride in the abundance of the present and in the knowledge
of secret things" (ed. E.K. Burger, Toronto 1986, 4611.1225-29). "Wherefore just as

the Father is not without the Son, nor the Son without the Father, so the Old
Testament is not without the New, nor can anyone harmonize the New without the
OId. Yet just as the Son is from the Father, sothe New Testament proceeded from
the Old. Let that book belong, if you please, to the testimonies of the Old, this to
those of the New, so that in the mouth of rwo witnesses, that is the Father and the
Son, two witnesses speaking in such marvelous harmony, every word may stand, until
the third text will be revealed more openly. When it comes, it will banish the
darkness of all doubt, and his elect will be taught all fullness of truth" (Ibid., 48, ll.
r26s-70).

"Ibid., ll. t23s-42.
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The distinction between the three ages, the three books and three
understandings is clear in the text. They are placed within a dynamic that
goes from the least perfect to the most perfect in revelation. Moreover, the
contrast berween literal understanding and spiritual understanding is

central: the latter ought to surpass the former, "so that having left the shell
behind, we might hold fast to the Spirit of the letter" in such a way that we

"take a sabbath from the historical sense."u"

Joachim's eschatological-spiritual attack has repercussions on the
spiritual *irg of the Franciscan Order, who found it fertile ground. The
prophetic proposal of Joachim not only offers the hermeneutical basis for
giving an eschatological value to the Francis event and to the role the
Franciscan Order should play in the realization of the third 

^ge,n' 
but also

confirms the spiritual approach to reading the Gospel and its disapproval of
studies and the intellectual effort needed to understand Scripture. In the
third age, the spirit would suffice for the true and only understanding of
Scripture, its spiritual understanding.o'

n'Ibidr "And because in the time of the third statas, which by a certain
spiritual likeness will be ascribed to the Holy Spirit, a sign of this fullness must be
revealed...so that even now, having left the shell behind, we might hold fast to the
Spirit of the lefter, knowing how to free ourselves in these times, because in the days
of John and Jesus Christ we learned to free ourselves, having been baptized aind
reborn in Christ. Just as in those days the lefter of the prior Testament had to be
abandoned and the Spirit who gives life had to be embraced, so now the letter of the
New Testament, where it is mystical or historical, must be abandoned so that
spiritual understanding might increase. We must take a sabbath from the historical
sense and rest in place until hearts wounded by the change in the word are healed"
(30-3 1, 11. 705-1 7).

6r"Jn reality Joachimism, with its concept of a new age, lent itself very well
to serve as support to a Franciscanism interpreted along the lines of evangelical
perfection. It gave continuity and an evangelical significance to the ongoing
manifestation of evangelical renewal and guaranteed its final success" in F. Simoni
Balis-Crema, "Gli spirituali tra Gioacchino e responsabiliti escatologica," in Chi
era.no gli apirhuali. Atti del Iil conaegno intemazionale, Assisi 16-18 ottobre I97l (fusisi
r976),179).

o'The information Salimbene gives us in his Chronicle clearly reveals a

certain attitude present in the Franciscan Order: "Brother Rudolph of Saxony, who-
was lector at Piia, a great logician, theologian, and debater, laid aside his study of
theology and became a great Joachite" [trans. Baird] (Salimbene de Adam, Cronica-

Nuovi-edizione critica a cura di Giuseppe Scalia, I, Bari 1966, 339).The close
relationship made in the text berween giving up studies and becoming I _"gt""t
Joachite" il very significant. The episode, which refers to 1248, is inserted by_ the
chronicler into a whole series of notices vis-)-vis Joachimism (339-60), among them
the publication of the book by Gerard of Borgo San Donnino (341-42). Clearly, in
this-period we are at the beginning of the Joachimist influence on the Franciscan
Order, a relationship that would last until the end of the thirteenth century through
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b. The spiritaal unders-tanding of Bonauenture

Joachim's strong emphasis on the spiritual understanding at the
expense of the literal and their relationship, in some ways one of
competition and perhaps opposition, themselves give us a deeper
understanding of the importance of Bonaventure's clear and expressed

concern about the legitimate and necessary convergence between spiritual
and literal understanding. Clearly, Bonaventure is faced with the Joachimite
view of spiritual understanding and especially with the repercussions all this
was having on some fringe groups in his Order.o' It is in this context that we
must understand and reassess the importance Bonaventure gives to study of
the literal sense and to human effort in approaching Scripture. fu we have

seen, this involves a use that is not only legitimate, but also necessary, of
scientific tools such as philosophical texts in order to avoid a proud entry
into the knowledge of Scripture.o*

The important thing now is to examine the nature of the spiritual
understanding that begins with the literal understanding. In other words, it
will be of interest to explain this second step in the understanding of

the figures of Olivi, Ifbertino da Casale and Angelo Clareno (See H. de Lttbac, La
posteriti. spirituale di Gioubino da Fiore. I. Dagli spiriruali a Schelling. Sezione ottava:
Monografie. [Opera omnia, vol.27). Milan 1981, 113-14)

n'In the 1250s a great crisis had shaken the Order with the publication of
the Introduction to the Etemal Gospel by Gerard of Borgo San Donnino. Bonaventure,
who became Minister General in 1257, responded with great severity and
determination in 1258 by imprisoning the friar for life and by opposing the
'Joachimization" of the Franciscan Order. He would be equally inflexible in 1259 or
1262 when bringing before the protector of the Order, Cardinal Gaetano Orsini, his
friend and teaclier as well his predecessor in the leadership of the Order, Brother
John of Parma, who resigned because of accusations of Joachimism. In spiritual
circles of a Joachimist stripe Bonaventure's reputation must not have been among the
best if we recall how he is described in the 48" chapter of the Little Flawers of Saint
Francis, a work originating with the spirituals and attributed to Conrad of Offida (see

Gratien de Paris, Histoire de la fondation e de l'4aolution de l'Ordre des Frires m.ineurs au
XIIII siicle. [Bibtiotheca seraphico-Capuccina, 29). Rome: Istituto Storico dei
Cappuccini, 1982, pp. 389-90f. Bonarenture, who is portrayed with -fingernails of
iron sharp as razors, throws himself againstJohn of Parma, who is standing_ at thetop
of a treeia symbol of the Franciscan Order, and has become resplendent beyond all
others for having drunk completely the chalice offered him by Francis.

*"The historical experience of the Waldensians, no less than tfre more
recent and more familiar expLrience of their confreres, the Friars Minor, gave him

[Bonaventure] an understanding of the danger of a certain 'evangelical' fervor
disdainful of all human wisdom. He understood the need for studies and shrewdly
recognized that in his day these could not be effectively organized by proudly
ignoiing the new philosophical contributions" (H. de Lubac, La posteriti, 191).
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Scripture: what it is, how it takes place for Bonaventure, and why he
considers it to be the endpoint of the exegetical process.

Collation II of the Sar Doyt presents the four forms of wisdom as

basic ways of entering into the mystery of God.n' Explaining the second
form, the multiform wisdom that originates in Scripture, Bonaventure offers
a magnificent summary of the essential features of spiritual understanding:

God's wisdom appears most beautifully in these mysteries, even more so
than in the first manner. For if, so to speak, I wish to praise the bride in
that she is pretty and truthful: if I simply say that she is pretty and truthful,
my heart is not affected very deeply. But if I say: Your cheeks are beautiful as

the turtle doue's, your neck as jeutels,"" I praise her marvelously, if only I
understand. I praise her not only as being chaste and good, but as being
chaste and loving because of her love for her spouse. For the turde dove is a
chaste and loving bird, since out of love for its mate, as long as the mate
lives, it consorts with no other, but only after it dies. Hence the bride is
good, not merely because she is chaste, but because she is chaste out of love
for her spouse.

Let us do some surveys and highlight the central elements of the
text, even if only by mentioning them. Through spiritual understanding we
come to a knowledge of the mystery of God that is superior to rhat attained
in the rational approach of theological knowledge, described by
Bonaventure as "uniform wisdom." The difference between the two
approaches lies in the qualiry with which the mystery is encountered. The
first or rational way leads to the affirmation "he is," where we say of God, in
the form of rational syllogistic predication, "what he is," arriving at a

uniform knowledge of him that is typical of all logical predication. But in the
second approach we arrive at something more. Unable to fully describe his
mysterlr, we speak metaphorically of him through "how he is," relying on
created things, which become a symbol and metaphor of that which direct
and rational predication cannot express.

For its part, metaphorical access to God is not a rejection of
understanding but a different and higher way. fu Bonaventure expressly
notes (and here we reach the center of the text), it takes place when I enter
into this new type of metaphorical predication, "if only I understand."

o'tlniform wisdom (of the rational process: 9-10), multiform (of
Scripture:ll-19), every-form (of creation as vestiges of the Trinity: 20-27), without-
form (of the mystical experience:28-34).

noct. 
1'9.

.'CSD II, l8; de Vinck, pp. 30-3 1.
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Scripture, in its narrative-symbolic movement' leads to an intellectual-
metaphorical process that is higher and better able to grasp the mystery of
God than one of mere predication.o*

The text vre are examining, that of the Six Days II, 18, also offers a

concrete application of the principle of convergence berween spirirual and

literal understanding. Llnderstanding the beauty of the bride (the Church)

does not culminate in my saylng that she "is" beautiful, but that she is as

beautiful "as" a turtle dove. But for this symbolic comparison to produce

understanding of the heart or spiritual understanding, we must know what

are the charaiteristics of the turtle dove, characteristics that are listed briefly
by Bonaventure. So, in order to attain spirirual understanding we must have

a literal understanding of Scripture. This becomes a presupposition and way

to a metaphorical predication of the mystery, in other words, to spiritual
understanding.n'

The ultimate determination of this act of understanding,

metaphorical and symbolic in nature, in which things and their significant

references are taken in, lies in its relationship to the heart. The moment I
understand, my heart is also deeply touched. We understand in order to
move the affection and "so that we might become good.""'

n'On the metaphorical process as a source of reconfiguration and

understanding of reality,t see P. Ricoeur, "Poetica e simbolo," in Iniziazione alla

practica d.ella-teologia, voL.I, Brescia L986,35-63. Repeating in summary form the

".solts 
of his resJarch on metaphor, he delineates its heuristic moment with these

words: "It is thus that poetic discourse leads to expression 9f the aspects, the

qualities, the values of reality that cannot be revealed solely in descriptive languagl
and can be said only thanks to the complex interplay between 

^metaphorical
statement and the regular violation of what are the usual meanings of terms in our
language. ln Tbe Liiing Metaphor I have tried to speak not only of metaphorical
,.r"i^irig, but of metapf,orical-reference, to signifu-this povrer of the.metaphorical

statement to re-config-ot. " 
reality that is inaicessible to direct- description' I have

proposed to make "seling like," inwhich the-power of-th9 qe3p\o1s corcentrated,

lhe'relr."ler of "being li"ke" at the more radical ontological level' The kingdom.of
heaven is like.... It is 

"th" lr"ry heart of the real that is joined to what I have called the

nvofold reference of poetic language" (62).
n"3ust 

as the literal sense, by destroying itself because of its non-congruous

character, ip"t. the way to a meiaphoriial !.r-s. (yhitb we have called new

predicative pertinence), in an analogots way th9 literal reference,.by.oblitera-un-g
itself because it is inaiequate, relea"ses a metaphorical reference thanks to which

p".ai" language, unable t^o t"y "that which it,'l- says-what the ultimate things are
;'like," to *h"ithings they are eminendy similar" (Ibid., 62).

"'Breailoqaium Prclogte, 5:Z;Monti, P. ]7 : "For this teaching exists so that
we might b..o-e good ani be saved, and this -is not achieved through bare

.p.cul"?on, but bv fi inclination of the will. Sacred Scripture,-therefore, had to be

h'anded down in the way that would most incline us to this end. Now, the affection is
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But the most coherent and complete exposition of the mutual
relationship between literal and spiritual understanding is found in
Collations XVII-XWII and in the link of continuity established berween
them by Bonaventure. Scripture is a source of sustainment for the intellect
QffII) and for the affective dispositions Q(WID. But this is not a parallel or
independent dynamic; it lies within an orderly development that goes from
intellect to affective dispositions, from literal understanding to spiritual.
This is clearly established in Numbers l-4 of Collation XVIII, where
Bonaventure summarizes the twelve fruits that sustain the intellect (from the
seventeenth collation) and moves the "symbolism of figures" (the natural
realities studied by the various sciences) from the eleventh (where they were
Numbers 2A-25) to the twelfth and last place" (a new clue to their
importance for the study of Scripture). Then he establishes the chief
characteristic of the movement that must take place from understanding to
affection: "...out of all of which [that is, the various created realities] the
soul rises in God's praise. And this act which straightens rhe intellect is an
affective motion."" It is reaffirmed immediately after when the Seraphic
Doctor warns against those sciences that can be a source of useless
"inquisitiveness" if one "only wants to know."" He repeats: "These
enlightenments [the various sciences devoted to the understanding of
Scripture] must enter the affective dispositions in order that the intellect be

moved more strongly by examples than by arguments, more by promises than by
reasoning, more by devotions than by definitions. That is why Scripture had to avoid
the mode of proceeding by definition, division, and synthesis, in order to prove the
properties of some subject, as do the other sciences. Rather, it had to adapt its own
modes to the various dispositions of peoples' minds that incline those minds
differendy."

"CSD XVIII, 2; de Vinck, p.269; "And so, the intellect is enlightened in
twelve ways, as it has been said. But as regards the last four, they will be expressed
better than they had been before, so that what had been put in the eleventh place will
now be in the twelfitr. Wherefore those last ways used by Scripture and enlightening
the soul are four in number: assistance from the citizens of heaven, that is, the
hierarchized spirits, from the right; atacks from enemies, from the left, as is clearly
the case with the three foes; the gifts of graces, from nearby; the symbolism of
figures, from afar. This is the final enlightenment, for in this last one the preceding
are included: within it, there is a concurrence of the heavenly forms, the elementary
forms, the natures of meteors, of minerals; the natures of plants, of swimming
beings, of birds, of progressing animals; the human limbs, the human powers, the
human works, the human arts...."

"CSD XVIII,2; de vinck,p.269.
"CSD xVI[, 2; de Vinck, p. 269.
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straightened."'* And all of this through L principle that is central in
Bonaventure's anthropological vision:

And so, as the intellect is ordained toward the affective dispositions, and

faith is the way to charity, so also these enlightenments must pass over into
the affective dispositions, in order that the intellect pass from the

speculative to the practical.

It is neither possible nor in the end necessary to retrace the
movement proposed by Bonaventure in Numbers 5-25 to show how the
welve fruits or enlightenings that have sustained the intellect become

sustainment for the affective dispositions." From these texts in Collation

'ocSD xVI[, 2; de vinck, p. 269.

"From the whole exposition we cite only an oudine that will allow us an

overall view of the exposition. The movement from intellect to affective dispositions,
or from speculative tL practical understanding, takes place through a threefold fruit
that breaks down the rwelve enlightenings that had sustained the intellect into three
groups: "Now there arises from ihese twelve enlightenments a threefold fruit. From
[lr" firrt four comes forth the fruit of grace, from the intermediate four, the fruit of
righteousness, from the last four, the fruit of wisdom" (5). In Numbers 9-25, with a

qfiically Bonaventurian procedure, the rwelve enlightenings are represented as

rl.".ttir. operations that sustain the affective dispbsitions by transforming and

renewing the individual:
I. Fruit of grace (13-15) through four acts:

1. Within (through the spectacle of lights): steadying through faith (14)

2. Without (through the examples of the saints): sanctifuing through love
(14)

3. Above (through the divine promises): lifting up through hope (15)

4. Below (through the torrents of hell): curbing through divine fear (15)

lI. Fruit ofjustice (16-20) through four acts:

5. Prior (under the guidance of the commandments): doing good (18)

6. Posterior (by means of distinguishing judgments): fleeing evil (19)

7. From the Right (through dangerous satisfactions): being wary of
prosperity (20)

8. From the Left (bV means of sweet chastisements): withstanding
misfornrne (20)

1Il. Fruit of wisdom. (21-26) through four acts:

9. In a Direct Line (through the help of the citizens): comforting through
the citizens (22)

10. In Opposition (through contending with foes): struggling against

enemies (23)

11. From Near (through the gifts of grace): contemplating the supreme

good (24)

12. From Afar (through the syrnbols of figures): praising God in all things
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XWII it is enough to briefly highlight rwo key passages in Bonavenrure,s
treatment and way of seeing and attaining spiritual understanding.

The first is in Number 25, when he shows what sustainment the
affective dispositions have from the rwelfth sustainment rhe intellect had
received "through srzmbolic figures." The text is extremely beautiful and
clear:

In the fourth place, that is, from afar, there is born in us the praise of God
in all things. For all crearures declare God. What shall I do? I shall sing
with them all. The thick cord in the zither does not give forth a pleasant
sound if struck alone, but there is harmony in consonance with others.
Symbolic figures are received by all creatures in the Scriptures for the sake
of praising God, as is evident in the Psalms: Praise the Lord frorn the beaaens,
and Bless tbe Lord, all yoa works of the Lord., from above and below. So does
the one who sees God in all things, who tastes God in them through his
three po*.rs.'n

The various created realities contained in Scriprure, which had been
opened and understood by the effort to understand the literal sense, become
an encounter with the mystery of God and a reason for praise. In this way
spirinral understanding arrives at a further meaning of reality, an affective
disclosure made possible by the initial discovery of the narural and
"scientific" status of the various realities. The affective recognition of God
in all creatures and the praise that flows from this are no more than a
repetition of the same cognitive dynamics already found in the second
collation. There it was said that one understands truly ("if only I
understand") only if his heart is touched deeply and delights in the truth
encountered through the text.

This metaphorical dSmamic of Bonavenrurian spiritual
understanding-we are at our second hightight-is fully grasped in the final
stage toward which it tends. After describing the turelve sustainments of the
affective dispositions, Bonaventure concludes with this observation:

Out of all these fruits there arises the fruit of love and charity which covers
them all. For all of Scripture is ordained towards charity. These rwelve
fruits rise towards charity in an orderly manner.

Numbers 26-32, which follow and which conclude Collation XVI[,
are devoted by Bonaventure entirely to charity as the final fruit of Scripture

'ncsD xyIII, 25.
,,CSD XVIII, 25.

(2s)
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where all the other affective sustainments find their rca.lization. If one does
not arrive at charity, every other cognitive encounter with Scripture would
be vain and useless.'* To sustain oneself with the "tree of life" that is
Scripture means to arrive at charity, for "this indeed is the fruit of Scripture:
charity."" So then, love is the result of the hermeneutic circle that goes from
the literal understanding to the spiritual, of that relationship which
constitutes Bonaventurian exegesis, summed up by the Franciscan Doctor at
the end of Collation XWII through the image of rwo rivers that flow toward
charity and descend from it:

And this is whatis said in theApocalypse: On botb sides of the riaerwas the

tree of life, bearing twelae f*itt, yielding its fruit according to ea.ch m.ontb. On
the one side of the river, the intellectual fruits; on the other, the affective;
or on the one side the ascending fruits, and on the other the descending.*n

This last observation allows us to return to the dialogue between
Bonaventure and the spiritual currents represented by Joachimism. For
Bonavenfure, as for the entire tradition of the Church, spirirual
understanding represents the moment when the understanding of Scripture
takes place. It is the objective toward which the exegete must tend, for it
alone leads to the "internal knowledge" of Scripture, to tlie charity that
alone transforms us and makes us good. But this does not mean rejection of
all attempts at literal understanding, rejection of tools external to Scripture
such as the writings of the saints, the summas, philosophical texts and the
sciences. Their rejection in favor of a pure and self-sufficient spiritual
understanding is for Bonaventure a "proud" entry into Scripture. It is good
to recall this again, now that we fully understand his reasons.

3. Conclusion

In the various texts where Bonaventure devotes himself to exegetical
method, he constandy repeats the same basic exegetical principle: there can

be no true understanding of Scripture without convergence and

'*CSD XyI[, 26; de Vinck, p. 279: "For grace and righteousness and
wisdom cannot exist without charity. Indeed, fruit comes kom fTui which means "to
cleave to something because of its intrinsic value. Wherefore neither acts of justice
nor miracles nor the understanding of mysteries are of any use without charity. And
this is the opinion of all the doctors and saints. And so for instance, a litde old
woman who owns a small garden, if she has nothing but charity, will bring forth a

better fruit than a great master who owns an enormous garden and knows the
mysteries and natures of things."

"CSD xvIII, 12; de vinck, p.282.
*"CSD xYI[, 31; de vinck, pp.28l-282.
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coordination between literal and spiritual understanding. Exclusion of one
or the other would mean a proud entry into the sacred texts, in other words,
the impossibility of true understanding. In the Collations an tbe Six Days the
principle is summaized, in the statement: "sacred Scripture should be
studied with reference to the letter and the spirit.,, Besides Leing the subject
of an ample and careful treatment, this principle is in some *ays the answer
to two opposed tendencies that were casting doubt on the coexistence of the
literal and spiritual understanding. Against a literal scientific attitude of the
type espoused by Bacon, Bonaventure repeats that ,,the one who seeks
nothing but knowledge tastes of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.,,
At the same time he rejects any kind of spiritual attitude that would scorn
the moment of literal understanding: "The Holy Spirit does not give
spiritual understanding unless one fills the jar, that is, one,s capacity, with
water, that is, the understanding of the literal sense.,,

The balance established by Bonaventure between the two types of
understanding, a balance he locates in the middle of two exegetical extremes,
in py opinion consdrutes the ultimate reference point ior judging and
evaluating the evolution of Bonaventurian thoughi vis-n-vis'the cultural
novelties that were entering the West in the thirteenth cenrury. Careful use
of the literal moment as a preliminary condition for understanding Scripture
should cause us to rethink the view that Bonavenrure displays a kind ofanti-
intellectual development (or perhaps regression) in the Szr Days, understood
as a document in which the Franciscan Doctor rejects reason and its abilities
vis-i-vis the mystery of God. Even the exegetical method present in the Slr
Doy proves such a hypothesis false. In his way of understanding and
oroposing exegesis, the Franciscan cannot be considered a ,,spiritualist,,

disdainful of reason and opposed to all its contributions to an undirstanding
of the Sacred Page. Insisting upon an exegeti cal uia ruedia, Bonaventure
restates in the Six Day the tnrofold exegetical principle constituted by the
literal moment and the spirirual, which together are rwo different but
complementary movements in the human encounter with the mystery of
God encountered in the veils of Scripture.


